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We have all been blocked at least once by a DRM when playing an audio or video file. When we
purchase a video or music in the most legal manner that exists, one hates to find this file
"restrained" by a disease that eats away at us all at some point in time or another: DRM.

What is DRM?

DRM stands for Digital Rights Management. The DRM has been designed to control the use made
of digital works through TPMs. These devices can be applied to all types of physical digital media
(CDs, DVDs, Blu-ray, software, etc.) or transmission (broadcasting, Internet services...) through a
conditional access system.

So basically, you just bought a sound and you want to transfer it to a player to listen on the subway
or the bus during your commute to your job or high school. Forget this idea with DRM! I know it's
hard especially when you say that it is not normal since you bought it legally. DRM is actually a
small piece of code integrated to your file that manages the license rights of others and therefore
limits the spread of illegal file networks. To start the music you must enter the license information
(login + password, number, etc.) without them, the song will simply be unreadable.

Either you just stick to what the license says, i.e. read the file on your computer or remove the DRM.
Note that there are software programs, which are the â€œnumber oneâ€• in respect of legal tools to remove
the protection against copying of DRM music and audio books. They remove the drm when you
purchase an audio or video from pay-to-download sites, legally and in a few clicks.

On the one hand, you can convert your protected music or video files free thanks to the free DRM
Removal software. Most popular formats are accepted by the software, MP3, WMA, MP4, AVI and
M4V. Another interesting thing, DRM Removal can also remove drm files in iTunes, Napster, Yahoo,
Rhapsody, and others. The software costs $ 15 normally, but there are free offers of the application
from time to time.

On the other hand, Aimersoft drm media converter makes it possible to remove the DRM content in
your video. For example, for music in WMV format, it will read your file 54 times faster than the
actual speed and remove the protection at the same time. It will convert to the format of your choice
(e.g. MP3). You can copy and Share iTunes and other downloadable products, instantly. You can
also use it to transfer Paid downloads to iPod, Android, iPhone, etc.  The formats supported by this
converter are innumerable, to say the least.  It does not matter where you downloaded your video or
audio from: iTunes, Zune Marketplace, Windows Media Center, BBC iplayer WMV, Amazon Video
on Demand, Xbox Live Store, CinemaNow, Netflix DVD rental, Blockbuster, Limewire, FrostWire,
uTorrent etc. This software is a must have for audio/video fans. Unlike the DRM Removal
application, the Aimersoft drm media converter integrates both a converter and a DRM removal
function. Moreover, the free version is always available for testing.
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David Charli - About Author:
On the other hand, Aimersoft a  mp4 to avi mac makes it possible to remove the DRM content in
your video.
a converting mp4 to avi mac can also remove drm files in iTunes, Napster, Yahoo, Rhapsody, and
others. The software costs $ 15 normally, but there are free offers of the application from time to
time.
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